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Abstract—A new metal complex, Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) (where Sal is salicylaldehyde and dien is diethylenetriamine), has
been synthesized and characterized. The interactions between the Fe(III) complex and calf thymus DNA has been investigated using UV and fluorescence spectra, viscosity, thermal denaturation, and molecular modeling. The cleavage reaction
on plasmid DNA has been monitored by agarose gel electrophoresis. The experimental results show that the mode of binding of the complex to DNA is classical intercalation and the complex can cleave pBR322 DNA.
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Various hereditary mechanisms (e.g. gene expression, DNA replication, and DNA repair) in humans are
based on the recognition of specific base pairs in nucleic
acids. Specific recognition, high affinity binding, and
cleavage of DNA sequences by small molecules have
therefore always been one of the main focuses of chemistry, biology, and pharmacology. Inspired by natural
products such as netropsin, distamycin [1], CC-1065 [2,
3], bleomycin [4, 5], and calicheamicin [6], among others, chemists have for decades developed principles with
the ultimate goal of being able to design and synthesize
compounds on demand that recognize and bind to any
desired sequence in double stranded DNA [7, 8].
Artificial oligonucleotides [9-11], PNA (peptide nucleic
acid) [12, 13], carbohydrates [14, 15], and proteins [16]
have been broadly studied for molecular recognition
properties. These small molecules are stabilized in binding to DNA through a series of weak interactions, such as
the π-stacking interactions associated with intercalation
Abbreviations: CT DNA, calf thymus DNA; DFT, density functional theory; dien, diethylenetriamine; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; EB, ethidium bromide; ESFF, extensive systematic force
field; HRMS, high resolution mass spectrum; Sal, salicylaldehyde; TMS, tetramethylsilane; TS, transition states.
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

of a planar aromatic group between the base pairs, hydrogen-bonding and van der Waals interactions of functionalities bound along the groove of the DNA helix [17, 18],
and the electrostatic interaction of the cation with phosphate group of DNA [18]. Studies directed toward the
design of site- and conformation-specific reagents provide rationales for new drug design as well as a means to
develop sensitive chemical probes of nucleic acid structure.
Among small molecules, considerable attention has
been given to polyamide complexes with metals due to
their high affinity and specificity interactions to specific
DNA regions [19-23]. Since these polyamides can permeate living cell membranes, they have the potential to
control specific gene expression [24-28]. Furthermore,
many useful complexes can be created by polyamides
coordinating with other various molecules [29, 30]. The
complex [Mg2(dien)Cl(OH)]Cl2·2H2O (dien is diethylenetriamine) was found to have high cleavage activity
toward DNA [31]. A polyamine complex with glucoses
synthesized by Liu et al. has great potential in curing congenital genetic and acquired immunity disease because it
can transfer nucleic acid medicines safely, innocuously,
and highly efficiently [32, 33].
In this work a new metal complex, Fe(Sal2dienNO3·
H2O) (Sal is salicylaldehyde, dien is diethylenetriamine),
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has been synthesized and characterized. The aim was to
discover a new DNA-binding reagent. The results should
be valuable in understanding the nature of the complex
with DNA as well as laying a foundation for rational
design of novel, powerful agents for probing and targeting
nucleic acids. These can also provide valuable information for exploiting and developing drugs and their application in the field of molecular biology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Calf thymus DNA (CT DNA) and
pBR322 plasmid DNA were obtained from Sigma (USA).
The ligand was synthesized with an efficient combination
of the nucleophilic addition–dehydration reaction. Its
purity was checked by MS, elemental analysis, FTIR, and
1
H- and 13C-NMR. All other chemicals were of analytical
reagent grade and used without further purification.
Methods of physicochemical characterization. Carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen analyses were determined
using a Perkin-Elmer (USA) 240C elemental analyzer.
1
H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra were measured on a
Bruker (Germany) DRX-300 spectrometer in DMSO-d6
solution, with TMS (tetramethylsilane) as the internal
standard. IR spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu
(Japan) FT-IR-8300 instrument using KBr discs in the
400-4000 cm–1 region. Absorbance spectra were recorded
on a Hewlett-Packard (USA) HP-8453 Chemstation
spectrometer. A UV-Vis spectrometer was used to check
DNA purity (A260/A280 > 1.80) and concentration (ε =
6600 M–1⋅cm–1 at 260 nm). Fluorescence was measured
with a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B luminescence spectrometer
equipped with quartz curettes of 1 cm pathlength at room
temperature. The excitation and emission slit widths were
10 nm. Plasmid DNA cleavage products were analyzed
with a UVP GDS8000 complete gel documentation and
analysis system. Conductance was measured with a DDS307 conductivity gauge (Jingke Rex, China). Viscosity
was measured using an Ubbelohde viscosimeter maintained at 25.0 ± 0.1°C. Flow time was measured with a
digital stopwatch; mean values of replicated measure-

ments were used to evaluate the viscosity η of the samples.
The data are reported as (η/η0)1/3 vs. the [ML]/[DNA]
(ML is Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O)) ratio, where η0 is the viscosity of the DNA solution alone. The DNA melting
experiments were carried out by controlling the temperature of the sample cell with a Shimadzu circulation bath,
monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm.
Synthesis of the ligand. Diethylenetriamine (2.06 g,
0.02 mol) dissolved in 15 ml of methanol was dropwise
added to a stirred solution of salicylaldehyde (4.88 g,
0.04 mol) in 80 ml of methanol. The solution turned yellow immediately and was allowed to stir at room temperature for 2 h. The reaction mixture was evaporated to
15 ml in vacuum. The resulting solution was placed in a
refrigerator overnight, and yellow precipitate was formed.
The precipitate was collected and washed three times with
solution of methanol–ether (1 : 1). Drying in vacuum
afforded a yellow solid. Yield was 5.49 g (88.3%). The
synthetic route of the ligand and the Fe(III) complex is
shown in Fig. 1. Anal. Calc. for C18H21N3O2: C, 69.43; N,
13.49; H, 6.80. Found: C, 69.39; N, 13.46; H, 6.83. 1HNMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 8.14 (s, 2H, H8),
7.42 (d, 2H, H4), 7.14 (m, 2H, H6), 6.83 (m, 2H, H5),
6.76 (d, 2H, H7), 5.52 (s, 2H, H1), 3.69 (t, 4H, H9), 2.93
(t, 4H, H10), 2.05 (m, 1H, H11). 13C-NMR (300 MHz,
DMSO-d6, δ, ppm), C2 161.2, C8 160.7, C6 132.7, C4
130.2, C3 124.6, C5 121.8, C7 116.2, C9 55.8, C10 50.5.
IR (KBr): 3596.0, 3423.6, 3062.9, 3023.6, 2926.9,
1648.5, 1542.9, 1475.2, 1452.4, 1386.3, 1318.2, 1260.7,
1207.6, 1151.5, 1128.7, 1030.8, 902.6, 762.1, 601.7.
HRMS: calculated for C18H21N3O2 311.3782; found
311.3778.
Synthesis of the complex. To the ligand (6.22 g,
0.02 mol) in methanol (100 ml) sodium methoxide
(2.16 g, 0.04 mol) in methanol (50 ml) was added, and the
mixture was stirred for 10 min. To this solution
Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (8.08 g, 0.02 mol) in methanol (50 ml)
was added dropwise, and the reaction mixture turned
dark brown immediately. The solution was allowed to stir
at room temperature for 2 h. The resulting solution was
filtered, and the filtrate was evaporated to remove
methanol in vacuum. The residue was dissolved in 250 ml

Fig. 1. Synthetic scheme of the complex Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O).
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of hot water. The aqueous solution was placed in a refrigerator overnight, and a brown precipitate was formed.
The precipitate was collected and washed three times with
water and ether respectively. Recrystallization from hot
water and drying in vacuum afforded a brown solid. Yield
was 7.72 g (84.8%). Anal. Calc. for C18H21FeN4O6: C,
48.56; N, 12.58; H, 4.75. Found: C, 48.52; N, 12.55; H,
4.79. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, δ, ppm): 8.42 (s,
2H, H8), 7.25 (d, 2H, H4), 7.02 (m, 2H, H6), 6.65 (m,
6H, H5), 6.53 (d, 2H, H7), 3.96 (t, 4H, H9), 3.01 (t, 4H,
H10), 2.65 (m, 1H, H11). 13C-NMR (300 MHz, DMSOd6, δ, ppm), C8 163.9, C2 159.4, C6 131.2, C4 128.8, C3
122.5, C5 119.4, C7 114.6, C9 56.3, C10 52.7. IR (KBr):
3421.5, 3060.8, 3022.2, 2925.8, 1625.9, 1542.9, 1469.7,
1446.5, 1384.8, 1315.4, 1249.8, 1201.6, 1149.5, 1126.4,
1029.9, 900.7, 758.0, 591.5. HRMS: calculated for
C18H21FeN4O6 445.2275; found 445.2269. Conductance:
the complex (solvent: anhydrous methanol): 2.7 s·cm2·
mol–1, Fe(NO3)3 (solvent: anhydrous methanol): 263 s·
cm2·mol–1, the solvent (anhydrous methanol): 2.5 s·cm2·
mol–1.
It can be seen from 1H-NMR data of the ligand and
complex that the chemical shift value of the H8, H9,
H10, and H11 of the Fe(III) complex clearly moved to
low-field, which results from the decrease of electron
density around them owing to forming of the complex.
The chemical shift value of benzene protons clearly
moved to high-field because of deshielding effect due to
the magnetic anisotropy of the protons of benzene in the
magnetic field.
It is concluded from comparing the IR spectra of the
ligand and the complex that the Fe(III) complex was
formed through Fe(III) coordinating two N atoms of
C=N groups and two O atoms of the phenol hydroxyl
groups. The peak (3596 cm–1, B) of O–H bond stretching
vibration disappeared in the IR spectra of the complex,
which indicates that the protons of the phenol hydroxyl
groups have been substituted. In addition, the complex
has no electrochemical signal in cyclic voltammetry mon-

Fig. 2. Conferred structure of the complex based on the experimental results.
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Fig. 3. Optimized structure of the iron (III) complex with lengths
of six coordination bonds.

itoring, and the complex is hard to dissolve in water,
which suggests the complex may be electrical neutral
coordination. This can be confirmed further from comparing the conductance of Fe(NO3)3 and the Fe(III)
complex. Finally, the structure of the Fe(III) complex can
be conferred as shown in Fig. 2.
Computational details. The DFT (density functional
theory) calculations were carried out by the unrestricted
Hartree–Fock method using the Gaussian 03 system of
programs [34]. The various possible starting structures
were optimized at B3LYP/3-21g [35-37] level and imaginary frequencies were analyzed at the same theoretical
level. In accordance with the experimental results, only a
nonsymmetrical structure (Fig. 3) with hexacoordinate
iron (III) center was confirmed to be a minimum during
the calculation process. Other structures (such as those
with tetracoordinate or pentacoordinate iron (III) center)
were proved to be transition states (TS) or higher order
saddle points. As shown in Fig. 3, the iron atom had a
slightly distorted octahedral hexacoordination. The
lengths of coordination bonds are labeled in the figure. It
is worthy of note that, although there are five coordination points in the ligand, the coordination atom only contain two N atoms of C=N groups and two O atoms of the
phenoxy anion, not including the middle N atom owing
to the stereochemical effect. Moreover, the two benzene
rings were perpendicular.
Molecular modeling. The complex–DNA interactions
were also studied by molecular modeling. All calculations
were performed on an SGI workstation with the Insight II
software package. The initial structure of the complex was
that acquired by DFT calculation. Because the CT DNA
as well as pBR322 DNA used in the experimental work
were too large for current computational resources to
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model, the structure of the DNA d(CCGTCGACGG)2 (a
familiar sequence used in oligodeoxynucleotide study) was
constructed in the BIOPOLYMER Module of the Insight
II package to study the DNA binding characteristics of the
complex. The extensive systematic force field (ESFF) was
used with its default parameters as it can deal with both
DNA and metal complex. At the beginning of optimization, the Steepest Descent method was used until the rootmean-square (RMS) derivation was less than 5 kcal/mol.
Then it was switched to the Conjugate Gradient method
automatically by the DISCOVER 98 program. When the
RMS derivation was less than 0.5 kcal/mol, optimization
was stopped. The DNA–complex interactions were examined by comparing the potential energy differences among
different binding sites of both minor and major grooves.
All interaction systems were dealt with periodic boundary
conditions (PBC, usually in a parallelepiped that preserves
the shape of the unit cell) and the corresponding summation method was the group-based cut-off. All systems containing DNA were calculated in aqueous solution, while
other systems in vacuum.
Absorption and fluorescence measurements of solutions of the complex. Buffered aqueous solutions of DNA
(0.6 mM) were prepared with water purified on a
Millipore (France) apparatus. Phosphate (10 mM) buffer
(pH 7.0) containing 1 mM EDTA was used. No added
salt or support electrolyte was used. These solutions were
dialyzed for three days with continuous agitation on a
shaker bath at 30°C. Free complex concentrations were
determined from the dialyzate by absorbance measurements at 279 nm (ε = 17,164 M–1·cm–1). Aqueous solution of the Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) complex was prepared
by dissolving it in water at a concentration of 1.0·10–4 M.
The absorption was titrated by keeping the concentration
of CT DNA (1.18·10–4 M) constant with varying concentration of the complex (for Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O), (0,
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5)·10–6 M). The absorption
was recorded after each addition of the complex. The fluorescence spectra (λex = 520 nm) were also recorded at
room temperature. All solutions were allowed to equilibrate thermally for about 30 min before measurements.
Cleavage of pBR322 DNA by the Fe(III) complex was
carried out with 10 µl reaction mixture containing of
10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 5 mM NaCl, varying concentrations of complex, and 0.5 µl of pBR322 (0.5 µg/µl).
After mixing, the DNA solutions were incubated at 37°C
for 4 h. The reactions were quenched by the addition of
EDTA and bromophenol blue. The gel was stained with
ethidium bromide (EB) for 0.5 h after electrophoresis and
then photographed.

targeted to DNA [38]. A variety of small molecules interact reversibly with double stranded DNA, primarily
through three modes: (i) electrostatic interactions with
the negatively charged nucleic sugar-phosphate structure,
which are along the external DNA double helix and do
not possess selectivity; (ii) binding interactions with two
grooves of DNA double helix; and (iii) intercalation
between the stacked base pairs of native DNA.
Heterocyclic dyes, such as ethidium, anthracyclines, phenothiazines, and acridine derivatives interact through
intercalation with the planar, aromatic group stacked
between base pairs [39-41]. So as to explore the DNA
binding and cleavage activity of the synthetic metal complex, the following experiments have been carried out.
Effect of the complex on UV spectra of DNA.
“Hyperchromic” and “hypochromic” effects are spectra
features of DNA concerning its double helix structure
[42]. These spectral changes reflect the corresponding
changes of DNA in its conformation and structures after
the drug binds to DNA. Hypochromism results from the
contraction of DNA along the helix axis, as well as from
the change in conformation on DNA; in contrast, hyperchromism derives from the damage of the DNA double
helix structure [42, 43]. As shown in Fig. 4, the absorption spectra of DNA increased with increasing Fe(III)
complex concentration. This is a typical “hyperchromic
effect”. Therefore, the result indicates the interaction
between Fe(III) complex and DNA is not the electrostatic mode but the classical intercalation mode, namely, the
DNA double helix structure is damaged after the complex
bound to DNA.
Effect of the complex on fluorescence spectra of
DNA–EB complex. To investigate the mode of binding of
the Fe(III) complex to DNA, competitive binding has

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 4. Absorption spectra of calf thymus DNA (1.2·10–4 M (1)) in
Tris-HCl buffer upon addition of Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) ((1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7) × 10–6 M (2-8), respectively). The arrow shows the
absorbance changes with increasing Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) concentration.

DNA binding studies are important for the rational
design and construction of new and more efficient drugs
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change in K indicates that the complex binds to DNA by
competitive inhibition [46]. This is due to the insertion of
the planar benzene ring into DNA, blocking potential
intercalation sites of EB and competing for the intercalative binding sites with EB.
Viscosity study. Hydrodynamic methods such as
determination of viscosity, which is exquisitely sensitive
to the change of length of DNA, can be a most effective
means of studying of the binding mode of complexes to
DNA in the absence of X-ray crystallographic or NMR
structural data [47]. To further confirm the interaction
mode of the Fe(III) complex with DNA, a viscosity study
was carried out (Fig. 7). The viscosity measurement is
based on the flow rate of a DNA solution through a cap-

Fig. 5. Fluorescence emission spectra (excited at 520 nm) of
EB–DNA complex in the absence (1) and presence (2-8) of
increasing concentrations of the complex (2 mM, 1 µl per scan).
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Fig. 6. Scatchard plots of the fluorescence for the binding of EB
to CT DNA in the absence (1) and the presence (2-4) of increasing concentrations of the complex ([Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O)]/
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been studied. The fluorescent emission of EB (2 µM)
bound to DNA (20 µM) in the absence and the presence
of the complex is shown in Fig. 5. Ethidium bromide is a
conjugated planar molecule. Its fluorescence intensity is
very weak, but it is greatly increased when EB is specifically intercalated into the base pairs of double stranded
DNA. When EB is free from DNA, the fluorescence of
EB is quenched. Therefore, EB can be used as a probe for
DNA structure detection [44]. Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O)
itself does not show appreciable fluorescence in the spectral region studied, either free or bound to DNA, and
does not quench the fluorescence of EB in the absence of
DNA under the conditions of our experiments. The emission band at 590 nm of the DNA–EB system decreased in
intensity on increasing the Fe(III) complex concentration. Since intercalated EB is the only fluorescent
species, the observed fluorescence decrease indicates that
the complex can replace EB inside the DNA cavities.
Such a characteristic change is often observed in intercalative DNA interaction [45].
Scatchard plots. To get a better insight into the
nature of complex–DNA binding, we use fluorescence to
study EB binding to DNA in the presence of a competing
metal complex. The characteristics of the binding of EB
to DNA can be expressed by the Scatchard equation [44]:

104 r/C, M−1

3.5

1.15
1.10
1.05
1.00

where r is the ratio of bound EB to total nucleotide concentration, Cf is the concentration of free EB, n is the
number of binding sites per nucleic acid, and K is the
intrinsic binding constant for EB. Scatchard plots of fluorescence for the binding of EB to calf thymus DNA
(1.18·10–6 M) in the absence and presence of the
Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) complex are given in Fig. 6. The
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0.20) × 10–3 mM.
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illary viscosimeter. The specific viscosity contribution (η)
due to the DNA in the presence of a binding agent was
obtained. The results indicate that the absence and the
presence of the metal complex have a marked effect on
the viscosity of the DNA. The specific viscosity of the
DNA sample clearly increases with the addition of the
complex. The viscosity studies provide a strong argument
for intercalation [48, 49]. The viscosity increase of DNA
is ascribed to the intercalative binding mode of the drug
because this can cause the effective length of the DNA to
increase [50, 51]. In essence, the length of the linear piece
of B-form DNA is given by the thickness of the base pairs
that are stacked along the helix axis in Van der Waals contact with each other. Introducing another aromatic molecule into the stack therefore increases the length. So, the
viscosity increase of the DNA caused by the addition of
the complex provides further support for the intercalative
mode of interaction of the Fe(III) complex with DNA.
Thermal denaturation experiments. Other strong evidence for the binding mode between the complex and
DNA was obtained from melting studies of the DNA. The
intercalation of small molecules into the double helix is
known to significantly increase the helix melting temperature at which the double helix denatures into single
stranded DNA [52, 53]. The extinction coefficient of
DNA bases at 260 nm in the double helical form is much
less than that in the single stranded form [54, 55]; hence,
the melting of the helix leads to an increase in the absorption at this wavelength. Thus, the helix-to-coil transition
temperature can be determined by monitoring the
absorbance of DNA bases at 260 nm as a function of temperature (Tm). However, the Tm will increase slightly
(Tm < 0.6°C) when interaction of small molecules with
DNA through nonspecific electrostatic interactions with
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Fig. 8. Plot of the changes of absorbance at 260 nm of CT DNA
on heating in the absence (a) and presence (b) of the
Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) complex. [CT DNA] = 1.2·10–4 M and
[Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O)] = 1.2·10–5 M in 10 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.2, at 25°C.
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b

Fig. 9. Binding mode between the Fe(III) complex and oligodeoxynucleotide: front (a) and side (b) views.

the phosphate backbone of DNA occurs [56]. The DNA
melting curves in the absence and presence of the Fe(III)
complex are presented in Fig. 8. The Tm of the DNA is
80°C in the absence of the Fe(III) complex and 85°C in
the presence of the complex. Therefore, it can be concluded that Fe(III) complex interacts with DNA through
the intercalative mode.
Molecular modeling. To give a clear observation of
binding pattern between the complex and DNA, an intercalating interaction model of them was optimized using
the Insight II package. Figure 9 shows the optimized
structure of complex–DNA association in both front and
side views. We find in the figure that a benzene ring of the
complex has inserted into the DNA base stack and the
other parts stayed at the minor groove. Remarkably, the
iron (III) center of the complex is not at the middle location between two side chains, but near one of them, which
facilitates further cleavage reactions.
DNA cleavage experiments. The cleavage reaction of
plasmid DNA can be monitored by agarose gel electrophoresis. When circular plasmid DNA is subject to
electrophoresis, relatively fast migration will be observed
for the intact supercoil form (form I, supercoil form). If
scission occurs on one strand (nicking), the supercoil will
relax to generate a slower moving open circular form
(form II, OC form). If both strands are cleaved, a linear
form (form III) that migrates between forms I and II will
be generated [57]. Figure 10 shows the results of cleaving
superhelical pBR322 DNA in the presence of varying
concentrations of the Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O). The results
indicate that the supercoil form of pBR322 DNA diminishes gradually, whereas the OC form increases with the
increase of concentration of the Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O),
and the linear form is also produced. When CFe(III) complex/
CDNA is increased to 0.30 (lane 4), the linear form starts to
occur, and when CFe(III) complex/CDNA is increased to 0.50
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 75 No. 4 2010
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Fig. 10. Results of electrophoresis of pBR322 DNA in the presence
of varying concentrations of Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O). CFe(III) complex/
CDNA: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 (1-8, respectively).
Form I is supercoiled DNA, form II is nicked circular form DNA
(OC form), and form III is linear DNA.

(lane 6) the supercoil form almost completely converts to
the OC and linear forms. Therefore, these results indicate
that the Fe(Sal2dienNO3·H2O) can bind to and cleave
DNA efficiently.
In summary, a new Fe(III) complex has been synthesized and characterized by elemental analyses, 1Hand 13C-NMR, IR, HRMS, and conductance. The postulated structure of the complex deduced from the experiments was confirmed by DFT calculations. The interactions between the complex and calf thymus DNA was
first investigated using UV spectra, fluorescent spectra,
thermal denaturation, and viscosity. Furthermore, the
binding mode between the complex and DNA was studied by molecular modeling. The cleavage reaction of
plasmid DNA was investigated by agarose gel electrophoresis. Remarkably, the experimental results show
that the complex is a new species that can bind DNA with
intercalative mode at the minor groove and can cleave
DNA efficiently. The results should be valuable in understanding the mode of formation of the complex with
DNA as well as laying a foundation for the rational design
of novel powerful agents for probing and targeting nucleic acids.
The authors wish to express their sincere appreciation to Prof. Li Si-Dian (Institute of Material Science
and Department of Chemistry, Xinzhou Teacher’s
University, Xinzhou, Shanxi, P. R. China) for supporting
ab initio computational resources. Tremendous thanks are
owed to Prof. Yue-Kui Wang for constructive discussion.
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